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Mapping cyberspace is a manifesto for the continuing

importance of geography in the supposedly placeless world

of cyberspace. The book is organized into eleven chapters

that chart the nature of cyberspace, and provide a critical

reading of the medium. The focus is upon mapping in a lit-

eral, conceptual and metaphorical sense, and the aim is to

document and explain using an empirical approach, but one

grounded in an appreciation of social, cultural, and political

theory.

This is an ambitious project and inevitably draws upon

research from a multidisciplinary context: geography, soci-

ology, cognitive psychology, information visualization,

literary and cultural theory, and computer-mediated com-

munication are all well represented in the extensive

bibliography.

The first three chapters provide an introduction to

cyberspace and its significance, drawing closely upon work

already published in Kitchin’s other book on cyberspace

(Cyberspace: the world in the wires). The nature of

cyberspace is introduced, its history documented and the

authors’ approach and remit established. Dodge and

Kitchin then move on to consider the nature of the informa-

tion society, and to chart in greater detail spatial aspects of

cyberspace itself.

The next three chapters are those which will be of most

interest to readers of the SoC Bulletin. They are concerned

with geographic visualizations of the new spaces being cre-

ated. The authors first justify how these maps might be

classified and call for a more critical analysis of carto-

graphic representations, which takes on board the need to

deconstruct images to reveal the role of power in their con-

struction. They then consider mapping of the infrastructure

underpinning cyberspace and of Internet activity, before

moving on to representations of cyberspace itself, which

they classify as flat spatializations, three dimensional land-

scapes of information and more complex information

spaces concerned with virtual reality-style interaction.

These chapters include large numbers of references to

URLs and many examples of the mapping are presented as

illustrations.

The social aspects of the medium are the focus of chap-

ters 7 and 8. Here Dodge and Kitchin discuss e-mail and

discussion list-based communication, as well as the more

social and synchronous communication in cyberspace

offered by chat rooms, multi-users domains and virtual

worlds. An extended analysis of Alphaworld exemplifies

the spatialities and geometries of the best documented of

these virtual communities.

The mapping of cyberspace differs significantly from

the mapping of real worlds, since the map often is the terri-

tory itself, as well as representing the territory. Inevitably

this results in very different approaches to navigating

cyberspace and spatial cognition of the new spaces has been

extensively researched. These studies form the focus of the

next chapter.

Chapter 10 sits rather uneasily with the rest of the book.

It charts imaginative geographies of cyberspace, by analys-

ing 34 novels and four collections of short stories, to reveal

what they say about spatial geometries and relations in

cyberspace.

A dialectical approach is taken in which a number of

key dualisms are discussed to reveal how cyberspace is

blurring boundaries between long accepted modernist cate-

gories. Why not consider other media, such as film, or the

web itself? Why these novels? Perhaps most importantly

though, why bother with this chapter at all? It provides an

interesting afterthought, but a cynic might suggest that it is

just paying lip service to the fashion of cultural studies.

A final concluding chapter flags up future areas of

research and attempts to draw the diverse threads of the

argument back together. This is rather less successful than

the rich theoretical mix offered in the early chapters.

The work as a whole is well produced, with very few

obvious errors and with a brief index and extensive bibliog-

raphy. Footnotes to each chapter provide a useful series of

extensions to arguments, and a companion web site pro-

vides links to sites discussed in the text. Illustrations are

well keyed in to the text, though the usual plea might be

made for more colour. A glossary of the many acronyms

would also have been a useful addition.

In conclusion, Mapping cyberspace brings together the

ground breaking empirical detail of Dodge’s Atlas of

Cyberspace with the more theoretical approach of critical

geography and provides a stimulating and readable account

of a fast moving world. It should appeal to students and

researchers alike.

Chris Perkins
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The Atlas of States: Global Change
1900-2000

A.J.Christopher
Chichester: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 1999, 274pp,
124 maps
ISBN 0 471 98613 5 Hardback £135.00

This atlas represents an ambitious attempt at an ‘infor-

mative and comprehensive illustrated survey of the

independent states of the twentieth century’. Christopher’s

canvas is massive: he not only details the last one hundred

years, as suggested by the sub-title, but provides a short crit-

ical overview of the preceding century. As a reference text it

will be a significant addition to any library and a useful

introduction and source text for students of history, geogra-

phy and related disciplines.

The ‘atlas’ is structured as a series of chapters in which

Christopher’s discussion of geopolitical change is liberally

illustrated with full colour maps. An introductory chapter

provides a summary of key terms and concepts (e.g. ‘the

state’, ‘nation’, ‘multinationalism’) which are used

throughout the atlas, before examining the world situation

from 1800 to 1900. The introduction is clearly written and

at a level which makes it an excellent introductory text for

those starting to explore international relations and the his-

tory of geopolitical change. Text references provide a useful

source of further readings, drawn from an extensive bibli-

ography.

Each of the remaining chapters concentrates on a key

period in the structuring and re-structuring of the political

map of the world. Starting with ‘The world in 1900’, the

chapters focus on key world events or processes (e.g. decol-

onization, post cold-war reordering) and their impact on the

reordering of the political map.

The first two chapters are concerned with the end of the

period of European imperial expansion, both overseas and

within Europe itself, and in a sense are representative of an

earlier and declining system of global political organiza-

tion. Much of the information in these chapters is essential

background for understanding the explosive growth in the

number of sovereign states that characterizes the twentieth

century world map; from the break-up of European empires

(Ottoman, Austro-Hungarian) following World War I, via

the decolonization of Africa and Asia in the middle of the

century, to the fragmentation of the Soviet empire in the

1990s.

As well as the broad global and world regional over-

views, the author provides a mass of detailed description

and discussion of specific political territorial units or

events, for example, the ordering of the political space of

the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the turn of the century, and

the collapse of Yugoslavia in the 1990s. His analysis is com-

prehensive, detailed and evenly balanced.

Christopher’s discussion of the reasons for changes in

the political map is well balanced. There is always the dan-

ger with such broad reference texts that they are either a

bland descriptive tome, or become bogged down in too

much unnecessary detail. Christopher gets the balance

about right. His discussion, for example, of the complex

national movements and territorial claims in the Balkans in

both the early twentieth century and in the 1990s is clear and

effective, providing sufficient material to help the general

reader understand the essentials, without becoming mired

in the complexities of this geopolitical fracture zone.

The author also provides a comprehensive discussion

of super-national entities and organizations which have

become a familiar part of the political landscape of the last

century; from global bodies such as the League of Nations

and the United Nations, to world regional entities such as

the Arab League and the European Union. These entities are

recognized as important elements of the emerging

geopolitical map of the twenty-first century, a topic which

he explores in his final chapter, entitled ‘Reflections’. Part

of this last chapter is devoted to a summary of issues cov-

ered earlier, but he also examines a range of geopolitical

futures, for example Huntingdon’s ‘clash of civilizations’,

and issues surrounding the potential emergence of new

nation-states in the new century (e.g. Quebec, Scotland).

Where the atlas fails, however, is in the quality of the

cartography, both in terms of aesthetics and basic map

design. This is a shame, because it detracts from an other-

wise excellent reference text. The atlas contains one

hundred and twenty-four full colour maps, a major under-

taking. The first warning signs appear on the front cover!

Two world political maps are displayed for purely decora-

tive reasons. Unfortunately they appear to be based on the

Mercator projection, clearly inappropriate as a base for a

world political map, as it exaggerates the apparent size of

territories of states in high latitudes at the expense of those

closer to the equator. Unfortunately, all the world maps in

the atlas use this projection, and this results in a number of

bizarre images, such as the map on page 13 (‘The world in

1800’), in which the Danish empire appears to be one of the

largest (in territorial terms) in the world as a result of the

extreme exaggeration of Greenland (dwarfing, for example

the Chinese empire). It beggars belief that such a projection

could still be used in this manner.

A range of other design issues mar the more detailed,

larger scale maps. Lettering and scales are frequently over-

laid directly on borders and boundary lines, obscuring the

information content. The use of upper case and lower case is

confusing, although clearly some effort is being made to use

differences to provide emphasis on some maps, and to dis-

tinguish colonies and other forms of dependent territories

from the centres of power (e.g. Iceland is shown in lower

case in comparison with Denmark [upper case – represent-

ing a sovereign state], until it became fully independent of

the latter). Colour is used poorly and inconsistently, for

example, a comparison of the state of Europe in 1800, 1812

and 1815 (on three consecutive pages) suffers from the fact

that while some key states (e.g. Great Britain, France) are

shown in the same colour, others vary from map to map

(Spain for example, changes colour on each map, as does

Sweden). Having said this, the information content of the

maps is generally sound, with a large number of useful the-

matic maps illustrating issues such as language, and

ethnicity, and the distribution of settlements or the voting
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preferences in plebiscites which have determined the posi-

tion of new international boundaries.

In the final analysis, the author certainly deserves

praise for the amount of useful information and analysis

brought together in a single reference text, and for his clear

and fluent style. This is a welcome addition to the literature

on the political geography of the twentieth century.

Peter Vujakovic

An historical atlas of Sussex

Edited by Kim Leslie and Brian Short
with maps by Susan Rowland
Chichester: Phillimore and Co Ltd, 1999, 166 pp
ISBN 1 86077 112 2 £25.00 hardback

The historical atlas is becoming a widely accepted

form in which to present the history of a county. Since that

of Lincolnshire was published in 1993, several others have

followed and a new edition of at least one, Norfolk’s, has

appeared recently. This Sussex atlas is a splendid example

of the genre and one which aspiring editors and cartogra-

phers of other counties would profit from reading. It adopts

what has become the accepted layout for such works: about

a thousand or more words of text on the left hand page with

an accompanying map on the right, though in many

instances the long narrow shape of Sussex allows several

maps, continuation of the text or an occasional graph to fea-

ture on the ‘map page’.

The seventy contributions are conventionally

arranged, starting with the physical environment and pro-

ceeding chronologically from prehistory to a gratifyingly

large section on the twentieth century; this latter occupies

20% of the book. The inclusion of archivists, archaeolo-

gists, historians, historical geographers and planning

officers among the authors has produced contributions

which range widely across demographic, social, industrial,

political and religious themes. It is particularly pleasing to

see the inclusion of such contemporary issues as leisure

facilities and countryside conservation. As with all coun-

ties, geography has had a major influence on Sussex history

resulting in such features as medieval fortifications, iron

production and twentieth-century commuting, all well rep-

resented in this volume. Some historians will regret the

absence of some subjects, including pre-1700 population

and wealth distribution, but this may reflect either a paucity

of sources or the current state of research.

Wisely the editors have not thought it necessary that

every topic should be county based; there are chapters on

smaller units, significant in county and even national his-

tory such as the Roman Palace at Fishbourne, the medieval

planned town of Winchelsea and the Regency seaside resort

of Brighton. These, illustrated by informative and visually

pleasing plans, add enormously to the value of the atlas.

The cartography is superb as are the diagrams which

accompany some chapters. Two basic colours, red and

black, have been used to great effect from shades of pink

and grey to full colour. Together with different patterns of

shading, these have produced maps which complement and

clarify the text and some which could even stand alone. The

symbols used on some together with an occasional illustra-

tion make for some particularly attractive pages; the

contribution on inns and alehouses is a case in point. Only in

a few instances are the effects not so pleasing. The com-

plexity or intensity of the shading and the wealth of detail on

the map of Sussex in the First World War make it difficult

for the reader to assimilate the main message; the red

colouring of the maps of population change 1801-51 has too

powerful an impact for comfortable viewing; the changing

key-values of the three maps of seventeenth century reli-

gious observance are confusing. In the latter instance, one

could question the need for three maps since those on con-

formity and nonconformity are essentially mirror images.

However these are minor quibbles over what is overall a

fine example of historical cartography.

The collaborators in the project, the University of Sus-

sex, the County Councils of East and West Sussex and the

Sussex Archaeological Society are to be congratulated on

facilitating the production of such a fine volume. The edi-

tors and cartographer have been well served by their

publisher, Phillimore, Sussex-based but with a national rep-

utation in local history circles, who have produced a

handsome book at a bargain price. It well deserves the

Wallis Award for 2000 from the Society of Cartographers.

An essential reference tool for all Sussex local historians, it

is a model for other counties to emulate, and for Sussex

dwellers and exiles a delightful book to have on their

shelves.

Joan Dils

Ordnance Survey Routeplanner Map
Great Britain 2001 1: 625 000

Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 2000
Double-sided map
ISBN 0 319 23039 2 folded, 0 319 13043 6 flat
£3.95

This short review will assess the map from two angles:

firstly from a map librarian’s point of view, and secondly

examining the map itself.

Those map librarians with long memories will recall

the Routeplanner from bygone days. Ordnance Survey

have returned to 1993 and re-launched their stand alone

1:625 000 product. In the interim period this scale map was

incongruously incorporated as Sheet 1 of the 1:250 000

Travelmaster series. Not any more. The Routeplanner is

back in its rightful role as a separate product, which does

make sense. However, this is where the fun begins for the

map librarians. The Routeplanner’s back cover promotes

the Road Map series, effectively Travelmaster given the

currently de rigueur corporate re-branding treatment. Road

Map consists of eight sheets, with identical sheetlines and

titles to the 1:250 000 Travelmaster. Unfortunately they are

numbered 1 to 8 (as opposed to 2 to 9 in their previous

guise). Therefore it would be prudent to catalogue and clas-

sify Routeplanner and Road Map as completely new series.
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Moving on to the Routeplanner itself: little has altered

in terms of cartographic specifications from the days of

Travelmaster Sheet 1. All the insets remain in the same

positions, and the map is still printed on both sides of paper,

the north/south divide running just north of a line taking in

Ravenglass, Windermere and Catterick.

The appearance of the map is slightly different, with

violet borders replacing the Travelmaster grey. Legibility

of the text, especially in congested urban areas is consider-

ably improved, using yellow lettering in green boxes, best

demonstrated in and around London. However, placement

of the text is occasionally confusing, for example the loca-

tions of Ashington and Morpeth in Northumberland might

easily be mistaken by the unsuspecting motorist.

Some criticisms do emerge. Inconsistencies appear, for

example London Heathrow Airport and London Stansted

Airport, but London (Gatwick) Airport; a ferry is shown

sailing from Harwich to Cuxhavan (and not Cuxhaven);

some of the urban insets indicate that now closed railway

stations are open – in east Manchester for instance.

This map remains aesthetically uninspiring, but it is

functional, and appears to pass all the critical indicators of

up-to-dateness on the road network. At £3-95, the

Routeplanner will not break too many budgets, so this map

is worth acquiring.

Nick Millea

Crianlarich, Ben Lui and Ben More
1: 25 000 Harvey Superwalker

Doune: Harvey, 2000
ISBN 1 85137 348 9 £7.45

When you pick up a walking map whose cover

announces “as used by the Killin Mountain Rescue Team”,

you know that you are dealing with a product which has

been well tried and tested by experts in the field. This sheet

is the most recent in the Superwalker series published by a

company which has successfully carved a niche in a market

which was once considered the preserve of Ordnance Sur-

vey. Harvey maps are good – with an impressive record of

commendations and success in the BCS Design Awards –

and they have to be!

Most of the walkers I know tend to be a rather conser-

vative and demanding bunch. While they may not be

completely dyed in the “if it was good enough for

Whymper, it’s good enough for me” ethos, they can be reti-

cent about parting with large amounts of money

unnecessarily. I still see OS Seventh Series one-inch sheets

being used on the hills, presumably on the premise that the

hills have not changed. However, I am also aware that an

increasing number of my friends use and appreciate

Harvey’s products, despite their higher cost. There are now

over thirty titles in the Superwalker series alone and this

recent addition to the list displays all the qualities which

make them popular with people who enjoy the hills.

I have not used a Harvey map before but I like this one.

It is well thought out and suited to the walker’s needs, par-

ticularly with its use of waterproof paper. Having battled

with Landranger maps in a strong wind, I found the folding

system sensible, compact and much easier to use. There is a

real value in the ‘added extras’ such as the indication of car

parking, land use and the density of woodland. Some of the

marginal information (for example, the telephone numbers

for weather forecasts and stalking access) reflects the

changing perceptions and sense of responsibility in many

who now go “out of doors”. I was also impressed by the

better indication of the increasing number of well estab-

lished paths on many of the ridges. The map provides

sufficient detail for clear route finding and avoids the

increasingly confused clutter of some of its competitor’s

products. Some people may find the change in contour

colouring a bit confusing but my own opinion is that the

map gives a good impression of the shape of the ground.

If I have any criticism of the sheet, it is that it shows

none of the hill groups just to the north of Crianlarich and I

suspect that people staying in the area would like coverage

of Ben Challum and the Munros above Glen Dochart – but,

as I said, hill-walkers are a pretty demanding bunch!

No map, without the knowledge and use of a compass,

will make the hills any safer but, while this one may not

make the effort of climbing these hills any easier, I feel sure

that it will be a most valuable guide to any walker wanting

to explore the peaks lying at the north end of Loch Lomond

and I will be using it next time I am there.

John Moore

Malvern Hills. Harvey Superwalker
1: 10 000

Doune: Harvey in association with The Map
Shop, Upton upon Severn, 2000
ISBN 1 85137 352 7 £4.95

This double-sided, waterproof map covers the whole

13-kilometre ridge of the Malverns. Descriptive informa-

tion on the topography, geology and archaeology is also

provided. As usual with Harvey maps, it has been compiled

from original photogrammetric and ground survey. Local

information, however, has been supplied by Tony Atkinson

of the The Map Shop, Upton upon Severn, and the map has a

precedent in a three-sheet map, which The Map Shop pub-

lished in about 1984. The latter used an Ordnance Survey 1:

10 000 scale base map, and it is instructive to compare this

with the new map.

In terms of public rights-of-way, Harvey’s map is a step

ahead of Ordnance Survey. Five categories are shown: foot-

paths and bridleways, as legally defined, are in turn

distinguished according to whether or not there is a clear

trace on the ground. Additionally, permissive paths are

shown (in blue as opposed to red). Tracks and small paths

which are evident on the ground, but not legally defined as

rights-of-way are also shown. This may seem overly com-

plicated, but it provides a useful record and reminder that

legal rights-of-way and well worn tracks do not always

coincide.
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I tested the map briefly on a walk which took us over

the northern and most frequented part of the Malverns on a

bright, cold and windy winter’s day and found a good corre-

spondence between map and terrain. On the walk back from

Earnslaw Quarry to St Ann’s Well we contoured the hill-

side, first taking a path, indicated on the Harvey map, but

not as a right-of-way, and which was not shown at all on the

Ordnance Survey map. It was nevertheless well-trodden,

and one might perhaps question whether it is necessary to

show rights of way at all on the hill range itself and its sur-

rounding commons, since the accompanying text states that

all this land, maintained by the Conservators, is continu-

ously open to the public. This right of general access will

presumably become enshrined in law following the recent

passing of the new Countryside and Rights of Way Act.

This map is published at a more generous scale (1: 10

000) than other Harvey maps, and at first sight this makes

for an oversimplified representation. For example, the area

of Great Malvern is signified by a continuous built-up area

symbol such as you find on an OS Landranger map. Even

the type size is large, and the whole map image could bear

reduction by as much as 50 per cent and still be readable,

although a scale of 1: 15 000 would perhaps give the most

pleasing image. However, it could be argued that the larger

scale is helpful when it comes to map reading the complex

network of paths on the Malvern ridges themselves.

In a small range of hills like this, every hilltop counts,

and the Malverns have 22 summits, though not all have

names. However, some existing names are lacking on both

the Harvey map and its predecessor. In the middle stretch

between Wyche Cutting and British Camp Pass, for exam-

ple, the names of Perseverence Hill, Pinnacle Hill and the

north summit of Black Hill are missing, although the earlier,

Map Shop, version compensates for this by providing a sep-

arate listing with grid references. It is a pity that the

opportunity was not taken with the Harvey version to

include them on the map itself.

Although I am a great fan of Harvey maps, in some

ways the earlier map, based on Ordnance Survey, served the

walker better. The contour interval was closer (5 m instead

of the 10 m on the Harvey map), giving a stronger represen-

tation of the steepness of the slopes, and the earlier map

indicated in a pale yellow screening, the extent of the land

administered by the Conservators or by the National Trust.

Also of some importance is the fact that the OS map gives a

more detailed image of the built up areas surrounding the

hills. Although Harvey includes the National Grid, the grid

lines are very faint and sometimes get lost in the detail. In its

favour, the Harvey map gives a better representation of land

cover than Ordnance Survey/Map Shop, shows more paths,

and more clearly locates all the car parks and toilets. In spite

of a sneaking preference for the earlier map (now

out-of-date and out-of-print), Harvey’s will serve the

walker well, providing a detailed, readable and pocketable

map and guide in a single sheet.

http://www.harveymaps.co.uk

Bob Parry

Manchester Map and Guide for United
Fans 1: 60 000/1: 13 500

Reading: GEOprojects (UK) Ltd
Folded map including A little red history book
ISBN 0 86351 118 X £4.95

For your reviewer, this has been an eagerly awaited

publication. How better to combine a productively-spent

youth stood behind the goals in the Stretford End and a pro-

fessional career surrounded by maps? GEOprojects win

awards every year – they could well be described as the

Manchester United of British cartography. However, this

map is much more of a Manchester City. It seems to have

been promoted too soon and is littered with elementary

errors.

The map cover describes:

“A street map covering Manchester and the sur-
rounding area at 1: 60,000 with a detailed plan of
the City Centre and Old Trafford areas at 1: 13,500
highlighting what to look for and where to go if you
are a Manchester United fan.

A separate booklet provides a brief history of the
club and includes a full index for streets and places
of interest together with a handy metrolink map.”

Let us look at these features one by one. GEOprojects

have used most of their mid-1990s 1:60 000 map of Man-

chester – the easternmost section is not included – and this

represents about 60% of the cartography featured in the

product. It is here that the alarm bells start to ring. Firstly,

the Manchester tram system, Metrolink, can consider them-

selves badly done by, as the new branch to Eccles (opened

in the summer of 2000) is not shown. However, the

north-eastern section of the M60, opened five months later

is included. There are careless typographic errors – the sub-

urb of Rusholme is shown as Rusholm; Ryder Brow station

is truncated to Ryde Brow. In terms of content, there are

some worrying errors. Bolton Wanderers’ Reebok Stadium

(opened in 1997) is named – unfortunately in the wrong

place, at the old town centre Burnden Park ground – the

Reebok is located beyond the map’s western edge. A num-

ber of now closed stations remain in place – Godley East

and Park (closed 1995), and Pendleton (1998), while the

southern spur of the railway to Manchester Airport is not

shown.

The remaining 40% of the cartography is occupied by

the large scale plan of the corridor running west from Cen-

tral Manchester to the M60/M602 interchange. This map is

interspersed with photographs - any map featuring a picture

of Denis Law has to be worth buying! There is also a photo-

graph of Lou Macari’s chip shop - this will presently

become increasingly relevant. This map does include the

Eccles branch of Metrolink, but misses out the footbridge

from the Lowry Centre over the Manchester Ship Canal en

route to the stadium. Most sporting venues are included,

though Salford Reds’ rugby league ground is omitted (but

included on the 1: 60 000 map). The map’s other major plus

point, alongside the picture of Denis Law, is a cunningly

located city centre inset neatly positioned directly on top of

Manchester City’s Maine Road ground – inspirational edi-
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torial design. Unfortunately this clever move is quickly

ruled offside because it sits beneath the University of Man-

chester, or in this case two separate universities on either

side of Oxford Road: Victoria University on the west side,

with the University of Manchester across the road. Other

worrying problems occur in the vicinity of Piccadilly Sta-

tion, where Store Street and Station Approach are seen to

meet at a crossroads, whereas in reality the former passes

beneath the latter in a tunnel.

Panels of text surround the 1:60 000 map, full of travel

tips, how to get to Old Trafford, tourist information, and

places to stay, eat and drink. Again, there is potential here,

and again it is quickly dashed. The wrong telephone num-

ber is given for National Rail Enquiries, while details of

special trains running to the stadium are extremely mislead-

ing, as at no time is the station directly outside the ground

alluded to. Then there’s Lou Macari’s chip shop.

The publication scores a serious own goal with its

22-page A little red history booklet. This is unattributed, but

the book does bear a GEOprojects “red card” on its cover.

The only real clue to the author’s identity can be found in

the text where a statement reads “I was ten years old” when

referring to the Munich Disaster in 1958 (though thanks are

given to Rab MacWilliam and Jeremy Grambrill amongst

the map’s credits). A quick resume of inaccuracies within

this booklet reveals the reprehensible mis-spelling of one of

the Munich victims’ names – Eddie Colman, and somehow

manages to date the crash twenty-four hours too early.

There is a total of seven players whose names are printed

not as you would expect to see them in the match

programme or on their birth certificates. Wilf McGuiness

and Wilf McGuinness both appear twice on page 13, while

European club teams prove problematical. Lou Macari’s

chip shop doesn’t escape either. The whole booklet is poor,

with many other errors too numerous to mention, mostly in

terms of historical facts.

The street index which is found immediately after the

club history is perfectly adequate, as is the copy of the

Metrolink network diagram which follows it.

The map is best summarized by referring to Lou

Macari’s chip shop. This venerable food emporium is fea-

tured three times within the covers of the map. On each

occasion it is given a different address – Chester Road,

Chorley Road or Chorley Street, all of which can be found

in the index.

One problem in trying to assimilate cartography and

football is that both are equally susceptible to rapid change.

The booklet will not impress one Glasgow-based reader of

this review when he notes that Blackburn Rovers’ John

Curtis is twice identified as a first team regular at United.

Such a product is therefore doubly at risk to sudden change,

and one hopes that GEOprojects became increasingly

aware of this as the map neared publication.

So who is this map targeting? Anything remotely con-

nected to Manchester United is bound to sell. Interestingly,

the map does not bear the United club crest, so presumably

it has yet to be officially endorsed. It would clearly sell in

the club’s Megastore, and tourist information centres seem

to be likely outlets. The average Manchester United sup-

porter though, is unlikely to need such a map – they will

know their way to the ground. The exiled United fan (here

speaks the voice of experience) certainly found the map of

interest, but does wonder about its reliability. The level of

tourist information on the map is superb, and an informed

guess would be that this is a map which should be promoted

towards the tourist visiting the area for a few days and tak-

ing a trip to Old Trafford, the club’s museum, shop, and

ground tours as part of the quintessential Manchester expe-

rience. As for the regular football supporter, then this map

pays the penalty for being serious relegation material.

Nick Millea
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